
THE NYMPHS REPLY TO THE SHEPHERD

If all the world and love were young,. And truth in every Shepherd's tongue,. These pretty pleasures might me move,. To
live with thee, and be thy love.

Have more hobbies? Throughout the rest of the poem, she explains reasons why, whether he is sincere or not,
she has to be skeptical that their life together would be as the shepherd describes it. She does not seem to think
that the flowery prose Christopher Marlowe gave the shepherd to say is a trick to get her to run away with
him. But the nymph has a good point, too, in showing that the circumstances that the shepherd offers her are
bound to change. Brooke, C. Raleigh and Marlowe wrote at the height of the Renaissance, which came to
England in the sixteenth century under the rule of Queen Elizabeth. What Do I Read Next? Notes for "The
Nymph's Reply to the Shepherd. The Passionate Shepherd to His Love by Christopher Marlowe Come live
with me and be my love, And we will all the pleasures prove That valleys, groves, hills, and fields Woods or
steepy mountain yields And we will sit upon the rocks, Seeing the shepherds feed their flocks By shallow
rivers to whose falls Melodious birds sing madrigals. Beer, Anna R. Over the centuries, the pastoral
convention has arisen regularly in complex societies looking for the quiet serenity of rolling fields, gentle
sheep, and honest shepherds who were as close to nature as humans can get. The parallel structure of these
lines helps the nymph emphasize her distance in age and worldliness from those who may fall prey to such
promises. The lack of reasoning is what creates this poem, and throughout the text, the nymph tries to revive
reason within the shepherd. The Nymph Mocks the Shepherd The poem begins and ends her explanation in the
subjunctive mood; this helps set up the rhetorical style of the poem as she contrasts the hypothetical vision of
the shepherd to her own morally reflective understanding. The examples that she uses to show decay, just as
the examples that Christopher Marlowe previously had the shepherd use to show the vibrancy of his love, are
all physical symbols from nature. Together, these poems give readers a brief but thorough tour of all that is
best and worst of the pastoral tradition in poetry. Hint: Ralegh's answer is not promising for the shepherd in
question. Nifty, eh? Write a short story about the Nymph in her old age. Her personal relationships with
suitors like Raleigh are kept out of the public eye. From the beginning, it should have seemed to the shepherd
that this relationship could have no avail, and that simple deductive reasoning would bring about a quick
denouement. The diction of the poem is alluring. In fact, Elizabeth turned out to be strong-willed and decisive,
ruling for the next forty-five years, leaving the impression of her personality forever on English political and
social life. The nymph's final words to the shepherd imply that, were some of the more humdrum realities of
life removed like the fact that we all get old and die and that somewhere in between now and then we have to
pay for like, , meals and maybe some clothes , perhaps her answer would be different. What clues can you find
to indicate that the two works are by separate authors? Raleigh was a talented writer in a time when gentlemen
generally wrote poetry; his work is generally considered adept, but none too remarkable. Bibliography
"Analysis on The Nyph. Abrams, W. But the fact that Ralegh isn't known for his poetry in the same way that
Shakespeare and John Donne are, doesn't mean that his poetry isn't worth reading. Daniel Moran Moran is a
secondary school teacher of English and American literature. The legend that Raleigh was the individual who
brought American tobacco to Europe, and turned the plant into a commercial product, is certainly false, but
generations have associated Sir Walter Raleigh with tobacco to such an extent that a popular brand of
cigarettes bore his name and likeness, a strange distinction that no other poet can claim. He hopes to return
with the nymph to a Edenic life of free love in nature. Where Marlowe sings of loveliness and inflated
possibility, Raleigh claims implausibility.


